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Biography 

Young passionate and ambitious musicien, Théo discover himself a huge passion for classical music with the 
French bassoon. Graduated from Caen’s Conservatory, he is accepted in Gilbert AUDIN’s class at Paris 
Conservatory at 17. Three years later he is laureate of the International competition of Muri (Switzerland) 
and the following year, he travels to Munich in Germany in order to study with Dag JENSEN. At 22, he got 
the job of 2nd bassoon playing contrabassoon in the city of Montpellier, South of France, at 23, got his 
Master degree in Paris Conservatory and become principal bassoon at Paris Opera. 

This beautiful course brings him to play with great musician such as Laurent LEFEVRE, Julien 
HARDY, Philippe CUPER, Jean-François VERDIER, Jacques TYS, Philippe GIORGI, Fréderic 
CHATOUX, Catherine CANTIN and Fredéric LAROQUE. He is directed by notorious conductors like 
Michael SCHONWANDT, Philippe JORDAN in Les Troyens by Berlioz and Don Giovanni by Mozart, 
Evelino PIDO in La Cenerentola by Rossini, Bertrand de BILLY in Otello by Verdi and Lorenzo VIOTTI 
in Carmen by Bizet. 
The most famous orchestral bassoon solos have no longer secrets for him. The Rite of Spring by Stravinsky, 
Ravel’s Bolero or Bizet’s Carmen, Théo build himself solid artistic basis for his coming projects. 

Theo continues his musical education. Marco Postinghel is a model for him and Théo travels to Munich to 
take advantages on his advices. 
Eager for innovation and perfection, Théo wish to develop the bassoon repertoire. After several years in 
music writing classes, Théo begin to search in other repertoire. He already has arranged the masterpiece 
Goldberg Variations by J.-S. Bach for bassoon quartet which will be recorded under Paraty label. 

Prodigy bassoonist of tomorrow, Théo take to heart to share French bassoon esthetic, in France as 
internationally, beyond several origins repertoire which simply favours music. 

www.theosarazin.com


